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After an interstellar journey of years, a human space cruiser comes upon an unusual asteroid field. The
Asteroid Belt, as legend has it, is a fairytale world. But no fairy tale has ever prepared you for what awaits

you on that world. In this bleak and deadly atmosphere, the only way to survive is by fighting. Sixteen
enemies, including deadly robots and five classes: fighter, gunship, recon drone, support craft and bioship,
with hundreds of weapons, items and spells make Shattered Planet a challenge that will keep you forever

hooked. Game features: A Gravity-based combat system that switches between first and third person
perspective for a more intense experience Randomly generated biomes each with unique battle conditions

and a unique music track. Bonus items and upgrades are distributed randomly throughout the game.
Completely randomly generated character progression and stats, allowing for a new game character every
single time. Account system for unlimited saves and transfers between characters. 6 different class types
with a plethora of weapons, armor and special abilities. Record and replay system for elite battles Official
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soundtrack and custom music tracks Quick and easy to control, yet challenging to master Twinstick or
Gamepad supported Huge and detailed environments and characters. Show your creativity and make your
own unique world with share content. About the Developer: Shattered Planet is being developed by a small

team of experienced professionals in various fields, especially programming, from various European
countries. The team has a passion for this game and is constantly working on the development process to
improve the overall experience. This project was started by one of the designers of the legendary Wings Of
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Shattered Planet Features Key:
Multi-player Online Game

Dual Camera or First-Person View
Fully Engaging Story Unlocked via Gameplay
Combat System Invented from the Ground Up

3D Local Multiplayer
Out-of-the-Box AI Player Characters

Upgradable Game AI
Evolving Game AI and Player Abilities

Predictive Pathfinding
Feature-Rich Combat Mechanics

Real-World Weapon Physics
Terrifying Scenery and Special Effects

Remote Play
NO IAP!

Developed on Android

Single Player: A four-piece human team launches a planet-clearing mission to the frozen planet of Eberron. As the
surface areas reach their final conclusion, the stargem-tipped arrow clouds drop in. 

Dark stalkers emerge from their stasis piles, while the ice thaws from below, and an apocalyptic rain of missiles from
orbit forces the team to return fire. A cat and mouse game ensues, with the team managing to dispatch all but one
attacker, the one that sneakily sneaked right under the shadow of their best marksman.

Multiple Player: Unite with your friends to experience a shadow fortress nightmare in the limited multiplayer mode
that can be played locally or via your Google Play Games.

Manage Hundreds of Characters in a Single Game: Choose from a staggering array of digital avatars with
unique powers and abilities, customise their appearance, weapons and equipment and expand the game world with
over 40 different locations and challenges to experience.
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Optimised for Mobile: A single player game for mobile, shatteredplanet.com is one of the most graphically intense
games ever made, with swarms of vicious, deadly stalkers, projectiles raining down on your position, flickering light,
and extreme weather conditions. Crafted specifically for mobile, smashedplanet.com will also revolutionise your 
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The year is 2971. Six months after being called to duty, A.E.C. Service Corpsman Gabriel Colton is returning home to
the A.E.C. base on the never-before-explored planet Zebes. Arriving in a huge retro-futuristic shuttle, he boards a
spacecraft known as the “Plaza” for his home planet of Earth. However, when an apparent anomaly alerts the Plazas
crew that there is something wrong with the ship, Gabriel becomes separated from the others. As the shuttle falls
out of orbit, Gabriel must learn to survive in a hostile new world alone, but he is not alone. The defective shuttle’s AI
is still on board, and even though the others might not be able to physically return to him, Gabriel has access to the
Plaza’s artificial intelligence systems that will guide him through many threats. Features * Enhanced Combat –
Intelligent enemies, blockading forces, and lengthy battles mean that the combat is deep and engaging with a
unique set of mechanics. * Complextion – Use your repertoire of deadly maneuvers against enemies, including the
ability to flip, block, roll, roll, and more. * Planetary Exploration – Craft upgrades to aid your survival and travel
throughout the randomly generated planet. * Nanite Overhaul - Command an army of nanites to perform simple
tasks or assist in battles and exploration. * Laser Gun - The familiar blaster and its Beam Rifle upgrade is a deadly
weapon from your previous adventures. * Friction – Weapons that can be used to push, pull and otherwise interact
with the environment. * Numerous Worlds to Explore - Journey across the planet from a single outpost to a richly
detailed hub world, encountering a variety of enemies, hazards, NPCs, and powerful bosses. - Various worlds to
journey through, including a rich hub world. - Solitude, a desolate desert world which will be familiar to any fan of
“Silent Hill”, and a light and airy island to name a few. - Dozens of hostile creatures and deadly bosses to face off
with - Randomly generated worlds of around 20 times the size of the original planet. Welcome to our weekly retro
section, where we show you all those wonderful games that haven’t made it to our top 100. But first, here are this
week’s Humble Monthly bundles: - Humble Bundle #11: 7 PC games for $7.49 d41b202975
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"Shattered Planet" is a very different type of rogue-like. In most rogue-likes, you have some 3D spacial layout that
you explore, looking for treasure, foes, or worse. In Shattered Planet, however, the entire landscape is a giant blob of
the game's backstory, complete with trees, clouds, and treasure chests. You explore the blob by flying through it,
hitting buttons to control speed, and you can keep your aim line in front of you, so you'll never hit something you're
not supposed to. This all in all makes for a very new and interesting gameplay experience." "Shattered Planet"
Gameplay: "Shattered Planet" is a very different type of rogue-like. In most rogue-likes, you have some 3D spacial
layout that you explore, looking for treasure, foes, or worse. In Shattered Planet, however, the entire landscape is a
giant blob of the game's backstory, complete with trees, clouds, and treasure chests. You explore the blob by flying
through it, hitting buttons to control speed, and you can keep your aim line in front of you, so you'll never hit
something you're not supposed to. This all in all makes for a very new and interesting gameplay experience."
"Shattered Planet" Gameplay: "Shattered Planet" is a very different type of rogue-like. In most rogue-likes, you have
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some 3D spacial layout that you explore, looking for treasure, foes, or worse. In Shattered Planet, however, the
entire landscape is a giant blob of the game's backstory, complete with trees, clouds, and treasure chests. You
explore the blob by flying through it, hitting buttons to control speed, and you can keep your aim line in front of you,
so you'll never hit something you're not supposed to. This all in all makes for a very new and interesting gameplay
experience." "Shattered Planet" Gameplay: "Shattered Planet" is a very different type of rogue-like. In most rogue-
likes, you have some 3D spacial layout that you explore, looking for treasure, foes, or worse. In Shattered Planet,
however, the entire landscape is a giant blob of the game's backstory, complete with trees, clouds, and treasure
chests. You explore the blob by flying through it, hitting buttons to control speed, and you can keep your aim line in
front of you, so you'll never hit

What's new in Shattered Planet:

Shattered Planet is a multiplayer-only video game developed by lead
designer Lee Perry for the Atari Lynx handheld video game console. The
game was published by Activision and released exclusively in North
America in late 1988. Shattered Planet features two teams of up to four
players in an attempt to retrieve hidden landmines from other players'
bases. The game was released in beta in 1987 and was completed only a
year later. The Lynx-centric gameplay systems were well received, and it
was also ported to a number of platforms, such as the Mega Drive/Genesis
and Atari Jaguar home video game consoles. Gameplay Shattered Planet
is a multiplayer game, requiring at least two players to operate the Lynx.
In the game, one team is trying to retrieve "catastrophic landmines" from
other players; the minefields are hidden in two to four bases. The game is
similar to Minesweeper and similar games in spirit. One player takes the
role of a security robot clearing away mines, and must assemble a team
of four specially designed robots to safely extract the mines from the
playing field without also getting injured. The time limit of the game is
three minutes per round, but players have the option to race for one
minute. When the mines are discovered, the game is over. If a minefield is
completely cleared, the player immediately wins. Shattered Planet was
the first video game adapted from the limited number of boardgames
produced by Random Access Software for the console; others such as
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Gordian Knot and Dragon's Lair were also released. Like those, the
development of Shattered Planet was expensive and took over a year to
complete. Development and releases The game was developed by Lee
Perry, who asked for a game that was more arcadelike because he felt
that "most of us at Activision are not particularly good at the 'arcade
style' games". That led to the creation of Shattered Planet. Shattered
Planet began in late 1986, and the team began adapting the gameplay
from the boardgames to a video game form. Shattered Planet was
released on October 1988, and coincided with a beta version of the game,
which was released in late 1987. The development team was experienced
with creating pinball-like games on the Lynx, but most of their experience
with video games had been with arcade games. The team created a test
version of the game for the Atari 8-bit family and devised a team of four
robot-like characters with their own special abilities to interact with other
robots and the mines 
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Enjoy Game With High Performance!

System Requirements:

* Internet connection for gaming and patching * Minimum 1 GB free disk
space * Recommended: Pentium 3+ CPU, 2 GB RAM * This guide is for
Patch 1.03.2 Patch 1.03.2 is still under development. It will be released
when is finished ***The first post in this thread is a reply to the first post
in this thread *** I am
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